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Assessment of motor competence (MC) is crucial to finding deficiencies

in children’s motor development. Because of the need to ensure validity,

reliability, and feasibility, the selection of contemporary testing batteries is a

di�cult task. Many papers report the validity of the KTK test in describing MC

in school aged children. KTK consists of 4 four separate items: walking back,

jumping sideways, moving sideways, and hopping for height. Some authors

suggested the use of a short version of KTK that includes 3 items excluding one

subtest: hopping for height. This study aimed to evaluate the e�ectiveness of

short versions of Körperkoordinationstest für Kinder (KTK). A sample of 2,231

participants (boys: n=1,188; girls: n = 1,043; age range: 6–12 years) were

recruited from Italian schools between January 2019 and February 2020 and

they performed the complete version of KTK. Stepwise linear regression was

performed on the dataset to evaluate the ideal number of variables to describe

the KTK short form version. Data for both the sexes and all ages indicated that

considering the item combinations of each short version, the highest R squares

were obtained in those that included exactly the deleted subtest (ranging from

0.881–0.979). The adoption of a short form does not seem to provide a fully

satisfactory condition for measuring MC in children 6–12 years.
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Introduction

Identifying motor competence (MC) during childhood is crucial, not only to finding

excellence in sports or future talents (O’Brien-Smith et al., 2019) but also to assessing an

appropriate coordination level (Giuriato et al., 2021). Indeed, an adequate MC allows for

the functioning of daily motor skills (Barnett et al., 2022) and the achievement of physical

fitness (Lopes et al., 2018; Stodden et al., 2019). MC is generally evaluated to define

children at risk of developing poor-motor coordination, which may result in an inability

to perform daily activities and participate in health-related physical activity or organized
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sport. MC is based on the components of physical fitness and

motor coordination such as locomotion, manipulation, and

stability (Gallahue et al., 2012; Barnett et al., 2016), which

represent the primary focus for the development of motor skills.

Measuring pupils’ level of MC performance provides an

assessment of motor development. There are several test

batteries to assess MC in children of all ages. A systematic review

by Griffiths et al. (2018) outlines the majority of tools used to

assess motor skills, including: the Bayley Scale of Infant and

Toddler Development III (Bayley-III) (Urlich, 2019; Duncan

et al., 2021), age range from 1 month to 3 years of age (Viezel

et al., 2014); Test of Motor Proficiency (BOT-2), age range 4–21

years (Beitel and Mead, 1980); Movement Assessment Battery

for Children (MABC-2), age range 3–16 years (Henderson and

Sugden, 1992; Henderson et al., 2007); McCarron Assessment of

Neuromuscular Development (MAND), 3–25 years (McCarron,

1997); Neurological Sensory Motor Developmental Assessment

(NSMDA), from 1 month to 6 years (Burns et al., 1989);

and Peabody Developmental Motor Scales second edition

(PDMS-2), birth to 5 years (Folio and Fewell, 2000). All these

test batteries provide an evaluation of fine and gross motor

development and include balance, locomotion, object control,

and an estimate of muscle strength (Barnett et al., 2016, 2022;

Nascimento et al., 2019). Brian et al. (2016) investigated MC

using test batteries that were converted to a standardized

Motor Quotient (MQ) based on normative data: the Motor-

Proficiency-Test for children (MOT 4-6) was validated with 548

children aged 4–6 years (Zimmer and Volkamer, 1987) and

the Körperkoordination test für Kinder (KTK) was normalized

on data of 1,128 German children aged 5–14 years (Kiphard

and Schilling, 1974, 2007), both incorporated evaluation of fine

and/or gross motor coordination skills.

Batteries such as the KTK have become widely used to

measure general MC in young athletes (12 articles 2010–2014, 21

post-2015 in PubMed) (O’Brien-Smith et al., 2019), in addition,

more than 50 articles about the assessment of gross motor

coordination with the KTK test have been written from 2015 to

date. The KTK assesses GMC through four subtests, i.e., walking

backward (WB), jumping sideways (JS), moving sideways (MS),

and hopping for height (HH) (Kiphard and Schilling, 1974,

2007). Its reliability and validity are well established (r = 0.97;

WB= 0.80, JS= 0.95, MS= 0.85, and HH= 0.96).

Many studies (Fransen et al., 2014; Brian et al., 2016;

Rudd et al., 2016; Ré et al., 2018) have focused on the

validity and reliability of some test batteries such as BOT- 2

short forms vs. KTK, MOT 4–6 y vs. KTK, or TGMD-2 vs.

KTK, showing their consistency. Although such consistency

between these test batteries was moderate to adequate, these

researchers recommended the scientific community not to

evaluate children’s MC based on the result of a single subtest,

or a single test tool, but to consider a wider range of tests.

This advice highlights that motor assessment is a complex

issue, although these MC test batteries have excellent values of

validity and reliability (Vandorpe et al., 2011; Griffiths et al.,

2018). In addition, many researchers have raised the question

of the feasibility of the test batteries, particularly, whether the

performance measure is straightforward and easy to set up and

administer. In terms of feasibility, the duration of the test and

the potential risk of carrying out the tests are of significant

importance. To reduce the duration, which often depends on

the experience of the administrator and the age of the children,

many authors have made short forms of their tests such as the

BOT-2, or the TGMD-3 (Urlich, 2019).

Another reason for the proposal of short forms of some test

batteries is the injury risk while performing the test (Novak et al.,

2017). Therefore, some authors have shifted their attention to

the short version of KTK (KTK 3) (Novak et al., 2017; O’Brien-

Smith et al., 2019). The reason that led to the reduction of

KTK to KTK 3, excluding the HH subtest is related to different

causes, that is, the execution time which for KTK 3 is about

10min instead of 20min of the original KTK 4 version, and

the reduced possibility of injury risk. KTK 3 is a reliable testing

battery crosstab that revealed substantial agreement between the

classification using KTK 3 and KTK 4 over all the age groups

(Novak et al., 2017) and has therefore been used to assess MC

across numerous individual and team sports such as soccer

(Vandendriessche et al., 2012; Deprez et al., 2015), volleyball

(Pion et al., 2015), and figure skating (Mostaert et al., 2016).

Moreover, the subtest of the monopodalic jump requires

a large component of explosive force to gradually overcome

greater heights, given by the addition of a 5 cmhigh cushion after

each jump is performed correctly. A task strongly correlated

with age and maturation is overcoming a single leg jump

performed with both the right and the left leg of ∼60 cm total

height. In this task, by the age of 8–9 years, men tend to perform

better than women in all the subtests of the KTK except for

the monopodalic jumping test (Luz et al., 2016). The difference

in the performance of this task may be due to the peak of

growth, which is reached on average about 2 years earlier by girls

compared to boys. Therefore, HH does not exclusively measure

gross motor coordination, such as walking backward, moving

sideways, or jumping sideways (which is a simple coordination

task becoming difficult under time pressure, the 15 s of the KTK

execution). This is also one reason why it has been removed by

many researchers. Therefore, HH has been removed in the short

version because it relies more on strength or explosivity, while

the focus in the short version is more on pure coordination, i.e.,

how well a child can organize their body movements for a given

task, regardless of how tall/strong they are.

Based on this evidence, some researchers have used only

a subset of the test batteries found in the literature (Fransen

et al., 2014; van der Fels et al., 2015; Valentini et al., 2018;

Coppens et al., 2021). Coppens et al. (2021) to assesses MC in

children and adolescents and added to KTK 3 an alternating one-

handed throwing and catching task of a tennis ball, validating

the KTK 3 “plus.” This version replaces the single leg jump with
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TABLE 1 Anthropometrics characteristics, divided by age and sex.

6-y 7-y 8-y 9-y 10-y 11-y 12-y

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

n 136 124 163 161 223 210 203 166 202 178 124 99 137 104

Height (m) Mean 1.21 1.20 1.28 1.26 1.34 1.32 1.39 1.38 1.45 1.44 1.49 1.50 1.57 1.55

S.D. 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.06

Weight (Kg) Mean 23.43 23.71 28.17 27.18 32.40 31.33 35.50 35.05 40.50 40.45 42.77 42.69 48.34 47.01

S.D. 4.35 4.29 5.43 5.38 7.38 7.09 8.78 9.52 9.78 10.69 10.17 8.79 11.06 9.60

a task of throwing and catching a tennis ball against the wall

(Platvoet et al., 2018). This recent review of the KTK test is

also aimed at selecting the subtests of the KTK for tasks that

are not conditioned by differences in body shape. BMI has been

negatively associated with gross motor coordination (Battaglia

et al., 2021) and does not seem to negatively affect the control

abilities of the object (Barnett et al., 2016). Numerous studies

(Fransen et al., 2014; Deprez et al., 2015; Pion et al., 2015)

described significant differences in MS scores between high

and low levels in athletes of both genders. It appears that this

novel task can adequately represent gross motor coordination

in children (O’Brien-Smith et al., 2019). The exercise consists of

two valid tests of moving the tablets sideways over a period of

20 s as many times as possible.

Concerning the issue of the usefulness of test batteries,

scientific literature agrees that MC is a complex and articulated

question and that MC assessment should be approached

carefully. Therefore, opting for a quick form of evaluation might

not be consistent. It is uncertain whether shorter forms have a

real advantage or if it is practical, in either case, this reduction

removes information on the children’s motor coordination.

This study aimed to identify whether there may be a short

form or an extra-short form of the KTK that could be used to

evaluate gross motor coordination in a sample of Italian children

aged 6–12 years old, exploring whether shortcuts can assess MC.

Analysis of the literature led us to hypothesize that the short

form version of the KTK did not reduce information on MC

levels.

Materials and methods

Participants

The present study is a part of research conducted

between January 2019 and February 2020, in which

2,231 participants (boys: n = 1,188; girls: n = 1,043;

age range: 6–12 years) were enrolled in primary and

middle schools of northern, central, and southern Italy

to assess motor coordination among a representative

sample of the Italian children and early adolescents.

Children with certification of movement disorders were

excluded from the study. Table 1 shows the characteristics of

the sample.

The authors received written informed consent from all

the parents to participate in the study. To ensure participants’

confidentiality, all the data were used anonymously. The study,

in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki, was approved

by the Ethical Board of Verona University (N. 2019-UNVRCLE-

0298910).

Anthropometric measurements

Anthropometric measurements (Table 1) were carried out

using an electronic scale and a standard stadiometer to the

nearest 0.5 kg and 0.1 cm to assess the participants’ body mass

(kg) and height (m) (Cole et al., 2000).

Motor coordination assessment

Motor competence was assessed with the

Körperkoordinations test für Kinder (KTK) (Kiphard and

Schilling, 1974, 2007), a test standardized for children

aged 5 to 14 in which MC is expressed using the MQ

index, a norm-referenced measure for age and gender.

The KTK data were collected by the examiners trained in

administering the test protocol and scored according to the

manual guidelines.

The test protocol included the following four subtests: (1)

walking backward (WB) on a balance beam of 3m in the

length of decreasing widths (6 cm, 4.5 cm, 3 cm); (2) two-legged

jumping sideways (JS) from side-to-side over a beam (60 cm

× 4 cm × 2 cm) as fast as possible for 15 s; (3) one-legged

hopping for height (HH) over a foam obstacle of increasing

height (consecutive increments of 5 cm); (4) moving sideways

(MS) on the floor in 20 s by stepping from one plate (25 cm

× 25 cm × 2 cm, supported on four legs 3.7 cm high) to the

next, moving onto the first plate, stepping on it, and so on

(Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1

KTK test setup of 4 items.

TABLE 2 Data from stepwise linear regression declared among 6-year

aged subject of both sexes.

Model R R Adjusted Std. error R

square R of the square

square estimate change

Girls

WB 0.797 0.635 0.632 18.555 0.635

HH 0.810 0.657 0.654 17.991 0.657

HH. JS 0.913 0.833 0.830 12.595 0.176

HH. WB 0.926 0.857 0.854 11.680 0.200

WB. JS 0.925 0.856 0.854 11.686 0.221

HH. JS. MS 0.934 0.872 0.868 11.094 0.038

WB. JS. MS 0.959 0.920 0.918 8.757 0.064

HH. WB. JS 0.987 0.974 0.973 4.991 0.117

Boys

JS 0.806 0.649 0.646 19.547 0.649

JS. WB 0.888 0.788 0.784 15.266 0.139

JS. HH 0.916 0.839 0.836 13.295 0.190

JS. WB. MS 0.923 0.853 0.849 12.768 0.065

JS. HH. MS 0.940 0.884 0.881 11.348 0.045

The models are ordered by adjusted R square value from smallest to largest. All model

reported have a significance p < 0.001.

HH, Hopping for Height; WB, Walking Back; JS, Jumping Sideways; MS,

Moving Sideways.

According to the manual, the MQ was computed by adding

the four raw scores of each item and then standardized for age

and gender.

TABLE 3 Data from stepwise linear regression declared among 7-year

aged subject of both sexes.

Model R R Adjusted Std. error R

square R of the square

square estimate change

Girls

JS 0.850 0.722 0.720 20.081 0.722

JS. WB 0.912 0.831 0.829 15.695 0.109

JS. HH 0.937 0.877 0.875 13.401 0.155

JS. WB. MS 0.949 0.901 0.899 12.039 0.070

JS. HH. MS 0.949 0.901 0.899 12.051 0.024

JS. HH. WB 0.984 0.968 0.967 6.871 0.091

Boys

JS 0.834 0.696 0.694 20.684 0.696

JS. WB 0.906 0.820 0.818 15.969 0.124

JS. HH 0.922 0.850 0.848 14.556 0.154

JS. HH. MS 0.935 0.875 0.872 13.374 0.024

JS. WB. MS 0.938 0.879 0.877 13.139 0.059

JS. HH. WB 0.986 0.973 0.973 6.194 0.123

The models are ordered by adjusted R square value from smallest to largest. All model

reported have a significance p < 0.001.

HH, Hopping for Height; WB, Walking Back; JS, Jumping Sideways; MS,

Moving Sideways.

Kiphard and Schilling (2007) reported that the KTK showed
acceptable construct validity, indeed, the test–retest for the raw
score on the test protocol detected a reliability coefficient of 0.97,
and for each item, reliability coefficients ranged from 0.80 to 0.96

(Kiphard and Schilling, 1974, 2007).
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TABLE 4 Data from stepwise linear regression declared among 8-year

aged subject of both sexes.

Model R R Adjusted Std. error R

square R of the square

square estimate change

Girls

WB 0.719 0.518 0.515 27.491 0.518

HH 0.793 0.628 0.627 24.126 0.628

WB. JS 0.877 0.769 0.766 19.087 0.251

HH. JS 0.911 0.830 0.828 16.373 0.201

HH. WB 0.917 0.840 0.838 15.868 0.212

WB. JS. MS 0.920 0.847 0.845 15.554 0.079

HH. JS. MS 0.934 0.873 0.871 14.161 0.044

HH. WB. JS 0.989 0.978 0.977 5.935 0.138

Boys

JS 0.701 0.492 0.489 29.075 0.492

HH 0.814 0.663 0.662 23.664 0.663

JS. WB 0.850 0.723 0.720 21.514 0.231

JS. WB. MS 0.899 0.808 0.805 17.965 0.085

HH. JS 0.926 0.858 0.856 15.412 0.195

HH. WB 0.931 0.867 0.866 14.913 0.204

HH. JS. MS 0.945 0.893 0.891 13.425 0.035

HH. WB. JS 0.990 0.979 0.979 5.904 0.112

The models are ordered by adjusted R square value from smallest to largest. All model

reported have a significance p < 0.001.

HH, Hopping for Height; WB, Walking Back; JS, Jumping Sideways; MS,

Moving Sideways.

Statistical analysis

All data were manually entered into a spreadsheet and

checked for transcription errors, with corrections made where

appropriate analyzing data with a linear model to exclude

them. The dataset was also suspended for outliers. Stepwise

linear regression was performed on the dataset to evaluate

the ideal number of variables to describe the KTK test, short-

form version: MQ as a dependent variable, and different items

(HH, MS, JS, WB) as independent variables. All analyses were

performed in SPSS Statistics (v21, IBM, Chicago, IL, USA). P-

value of <0.05 was fixed. The reliability of the regression models

was expressed with adjusted R Square (R2) and standard error of

estimate (SEE).

Results

Stepwise linear regression was conducted to evaluate which

subtest significantly predicted the model that described the KTK

test. Adjusted R2 and SEE for both the sexes were summarized in

Tables 2–8, respectively, for 6–12 years, and in Figure 2 only for

three subtest versions. Themodel that better describes KTKwith

the highest R2 (0.979) and the lowest SEE (7.176) was composed

TABLE 5 Data from stepwise linear regression declared among 9-year

aged subject of both sexes.

Model R R Adjusted Std. error R

square R of the square

square estimate change

Girls

WB 0.738 0.545 0.542 26.731 0.545

HH 0.795 0.632 0.630 24.033 0.632

WB. JS 0.853 0.727 0.723 20.785 0.182

WB. JS. MS 0.894 0.800 0.796 17.842 0.073

HH. JS 0.914 0.835 0.833 16.158 0.203

HH. WB 0.916 0.840 0.838 15.914 0.207

HH. JS. MS 0.929 0.862 0.860 14.806 0.027

HH. WB. JS 0.987 0.974 0.973 6.436 0.134

Boys

JS 0.684 0.467 0.464 31.002 0.467

HH 0.807 0.651 0.649 25.087 0.651

JS. WB 0.860 0.740 0.737 21.707 0.273

JS. WB. MS 0.887 0.786 0.782 19.764 0.046

HH. JS 0.919 0.844 0.842 16.823 0.193

HH. JS. MS 0.948 0.899 0.897 13.585 0.055

HH. JS. WB 0.988 0.975 0.975 6.698 0.131

The models are ordered by adjusted R square value from smallest to largest. All model

reported have a significance p < 0.001.

HH, Hopping for Height; WB, Walking Back; JS, Jumping Sideways; MS,

Moving Sideways.

of three items (WB, HH, and JS), accounting whole sample (all

the ages) for both sex (p< 0.001). Accounting, only for girls HH,

JS, andWBwere the best significant model (p< 0.001) with high

R2 (0.980) and the lowest SEE (6.966); further for boys with it

was composed of HH, JS, and WB (R2 = 0.978; SEE = 7.365;

p < 0.001).

Furthermore, reducing two items the model with the highest

R2 (0.900) and the lowest SEE (15.619) was composed of HH,

and JS for all ages and both sexes (p< 0.001). Moreover, only for

girls the best model was composed of HH and JS (R2 = 0.900;

SEE = 15.450; p < 0.001) and for boys composed of HH and JS

(R2 = 0.902; SEE= 15.527; p < 0.001).

Reducing the description of KTK at one subtest, the best

predictor with the highestR2 (0.694) and the lowest SEE (27.303)

results HH (p < 0.001) for all ages and both sexes. Only for girls,

it was HH (R2 = 0.716; SEE= 26.082; p< 0.001) and for boys JS

(R2 = 0.673; SEE= 28.407; p < 0.001).

Dividing per age, the models that describe KTK (three, two,

one item) vary slightly according to sex. The three-item version

that best predicts KTK was composed of HH, JS, and WB

(Tables 2–8). Particularly for girls, it was confirmed that HH,

JS, and WB it was the best model with three items (Tables 2–

8). From 7-y to 12-y is the best model (HH, WB, JS) for boys

(Tables 3–8). Indeed, for 6-y, the best model was composed of

JS, HH, and MS (Table 2).
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TABLE 6 Data from stepwise linear regression declared among

10-year aged subject of both sexes.

Model R R Adjusted Std. error R

square R of the square

square estimate change

Girls

WB 0.761 0.579 0.576 25.282 0.579

HH 0.776 0.602 0.600 24.562 0.602

WB. JS 0.869 0.755 0.752 19.349 0.176

WB. JS. MS 0.892 0.795 0.792 17.731 0.041

HH. JS 0.905 0.819 0.816 16.646 0.216

HH. WB 0.913 0.833 0.831 15.971 0.230

HH. JS. MS 0.929 0.862 0.860 14.538 0.044

HH. WB. JS 0.985 0.971 0.971 6.653 0.138

Boys

WB 0.715 0.512 0.509 27.849 0.512

HH 0.732 0.536 0.534 27.137 0.536

WB. JS 0.839 0.704 0.700 21.753 0.192

WB. JS. MS 0.877 0.769 0.765 19.281 0.065

HH. JS 0.922 0.850 0.849 15.456 0.314

HH. JS. MS 0.939 0.882 0.880 13.780 0.031

HH. JS. WB 0.984 0.969 0.969 7.032 0.119

The models are ordered by adjusted R square value from smallest to largest. All model

reported have a significance p < 0.001.

HH, Hopping for Height; WB, Walking Back; JS, Jumping Sideways; MS,

Moving Sideways.

KTK model described with two items it was found different

between age. Girls’ best model is described with HH, WB from

8 to 12 years (Tables 4–8); at 6-y, the best model was described

with WB, JS (Table 2), and 7-y with JS, HH (Table 3). The model

composed of items for boys is described at 6-, 7-, 10-, and 11-y

with HH, JS, respectively in Tables 2, 3, 6, 7; indeed, at 8-, 9-, and

12-y with the items HH, WB (Tables 4, 5, 8).

Reducing at one predictor of KTK, the best item HH at 6, 8–

12 years (Tables 2, 4–8), at 7-y the best predictor was JS (Table 3).

Boys’ best model was explained at 6-, 7-y with JS (Tables 2, 3),

and 8- to 12-y with HH (Tables 4–8).

Discussion

Based on the KTK protocol developed by Kiphard and

Schilling (Kiphard and Schilling, 1974, 2007), the purpose of the

present study was to explore the validity of KTK short forms

including 3 subtests by investigating their accuracy.

Our results suggest that the most accurate KTK short form

is composed of HH, WB, and JS for all ages both girls and boys,

though the impact of removing a subtest in the other short forms

(i.e., WB, JS, and MS vs. HH, JS, and MS) showed good values of

fit of these forms to the classical KTK protocol. In particular, the

best short form we found was composed of HH, WB, and JS and

showed an adjusted coefficient of determination ranging from

TABLE 7 Data from stepwise linear regression declared among

11-year aged subject of both sexes.

Model R R Adjusted Std. error R

square R of the square

square estimate change

Girls

WB 0.533 0.284 0.275 23.698 0.284

HH 0.677 0.458 0.451 20.630 0.458

WB. MS 0.744 0.554 0.543 18.830 0.269

HH. JS 0.840 0.705 0.698 15.305 0.248

WB. MS. JS 0.851 0.724 0.713 14.906 0.170

HH. WB 0.856 0.733 0.727 14.558 0.276

HH. JS. MS 0.865 0.748 0.738 14.252 0.042

HH. WB. JS 0.960 0.922 0.919 7.919 0.189

Boys

WB 0.533 0.284 0.275 23.698 0.284

WB. MS 0.744 0.554 0.543 18.830 0.269

HH 0.808 0.653 0.650 25.885 0.653

HH. JS 0.942 0.887 0.885 14.831 0.234

JS. MS. WB 0.945 0.893 0.890 14.521 0.111

HH. JS. MS 0.954 0.910 0.908 13.271 0.023

HH. JS. WB 0.984 0.967 0.967 8.001 0.080

The models are ordered by adjusted R square value from smallest to largest. All model

reported have a significance p < 0.001.

HH, Hopping for Height; WB, Walking Back; JS, Jumping Sideways; MS,

Moving Sideways.

0.919 to 0.977 in girls of 11 and 8 years, respectively; and from

0.947 to 0.979 in boys of 12 and 8 years, respectively.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that

aimed to assess the most accurate KTK form including 3

subtests. Indeed, although previous studies have used a KTK

version with 3 items (Vandendriessche et al., 2012; Deprez et al.,

2015; Opstoel et al., 2015; Pion et al., 2015; Mostaert et al.,

2016; de Niet et al., 2021), all of them have removed the HH

item, probably because of the duration of the subtest. Novak

et al. (2017) investigated the validity of a short form of this

test battery, referred to as KTK3, following the removal of a

specific subtest (i.e., the HH) by comparing it to the standard

KTK protocol. The choice of the authors to consider a short

version excluding the HH subtest was made based on the time

necessary for the administration of this item which, as reported

by the authors, takes about 10min, that is, the same duration as

the other three subtests put together (Novak et al., 2017).

In addition to considering the duration required to

administer the KTK test, the potential risks in performing

tasks with strong performance, and the variables due to factors

related to maturation, height, and body weight, it should

be taken into account that the removal of the subtest HH

changes the evaluation results of gross motor coordination

developmental age obtained with the Körperkoordinationtest

für Kinder (Kiphard and Schilling, 1974).
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TABLE 8 Data from stepwise linear regression declared among

12-year aged subject of both sexes.

Model R R Adjusted Std. error R

square R of the square

square estimate change

Girls

WB 0.700 0.490 0.483 29.493 0.490

HH 0.748 0.559 0.553 27.435 0.559

WB. MS 0.877 0.768 0.762 20.013 0.278

HH. JS 0.930 0.865 0.861 15.292 0.306

HH. WB 0.936 0.876 0.872 14.656 0.317

HH. JS. MS 0.942 0.887 0.883 14.049 0.023

WB. MS. JS 0.944 0.891 0.886 13.823 0.123

HH. WB. JS 0.982 0.965 0.964 7.819 0.089

Boys

MS 0.648 0.420 0.414 27.593 0.420

HH 0.703 0.494 0.489 25.781 0.494

MS. WB 0.871 0.760 0.755 17.850 0.340

HH. JS 0.897 0.804 0.801 16.096 0.311

HH. WB 0.908 0.825 0.821 15.240 0.331

HH. JS. MS 0.925 0.856 0.852 13.855 0.052

MS. WB. JS 0.943 0.890 0.886 12.154 0.130

HH. WB. JS 0.974 0.948 0.947 8.322 0.124

The models are ordered by adjusted R square value from smallest to largest. All model

reported have a significance p < 0.001.

HH, Hopping for Height; WB, Walking Back; JS, Jumping Sideways; MS,

Moving Sideways.

FIGURE 2

Comparison of short form’s R squared. All the short forms that

appear are composed of three items with HH (circle) and

without HH (triangle), per sex (boys, full; girls, empty). NO HH, it

is considering three items KTK with the highest R squared

without HH; WITH HH, it is considering three items KTK with the

highest R squared with HH. HH, Hopping Height item.

Although motor competence typically improved with age,

maturity, and experience, children of the same chronological

age may demonstrate significant variance in motor competence

when they have a different skeletal age. The state of skeletal

maturation interacts with the size of the body influencing the

tests of motor coordination in children (Freitas et al., 2015);

children who turn out to be precocious in the maturational

state have higher levels of gross motor coordination. Age is

directly correlated with motor competence (Barnett et al., 2016)

but there are differences between subjects who develop at

different rates (Lloyd and Oliver, 2012). Children who turn

out to be precocious in the maturational state have higher

levels of gross motor coordination. However, the benefits of

accelerated development are not the same for boys and girls.

Furthermore, Freitas et al. (2015) show that the differences

in skeletal age explained only 9% of motor coordination. We

believe that accuracy is a fundamental aspect of estimating the

real level of motor coordination in children and adolescents

(Yoon et al., 2006) and we agree with Kiphard and Schilling

(1974) in believing that the data should not be read only based on

age but also in the context of the whole person. Therefore, these

authors have considered the advantage of letting the child reach

the limit of their performance slowly (especially in HH), thus,

reducing the renunciation of performance due to fear, inhibition,

and disregard. Consistent with the previous research where the

validity of short forms of other gross motor assessment tools

has been demonstrated, the construct, and validity of this short

form seem to indicate that a 3 -member KTK can be adopted

to assess motor coordination, but it cannot replace the result in

gross motor coordination obtained with KTK 4.

Although for the administration of a test battery researchers

and practitioners should consider several factors (Goodway

et al., 2019) such as the duration of the administration (for the

latter, as properly examined by Novak et al., 2017) and other

aspects such as setting assessment (e.g., educational or sports

settings), characteristics of the population, cost of the test, and

sample size, it is essential also to take into account the validity

of the test battery (Cools et al., 2009), as suitably done by the

authors who developed short versions of other gross motor

assessment tools. In fact, over the past years, the possibility

of using short forms of different gross motor tests battery for

children and adolescents has been examined (Hassan, 2001;

Cairney et al., 2009; Cools et al., 2009; Valentini et al., 2018). For

instance, the short form of the second edition of the Bruininks-

Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency (BOT-2 SF), including 14

items, has been validated based on the high correlation found

with the complete form (BOT-2 CF), a tool composed of 53

items to measure fine and gross motor skills (Cairney et al.,

2009; Cools et al., 2009). Recently, based on the Test of Gross

Motor Development-2 (TGMD-2), an instrument for measuring

12 fundamental motor skills in children including “locomotor”

and “object control” skills, Valentini et al. (2018) developed a

valid and reliable short form of the TGMD-2 (TGMD-2 SF) with

six skills, three for each of the two subtests.

The KTK has been specifically developed to adequately

assess MC in children and adolescents both in educational

and sports settings representing a valid and reliable instrument

(Giuriato et al., 2019). The validity and reliability of the KTK (r
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= 0.97) obviously depends on that of its subtests that ranging

from 0.80 to 0.96 in which the highest coefficient of stability

has been found precisely in the HH subtest (i.e., WB = 0.80,

JS = 0.95, MS = 0.85, HH = 0.96, respectively) (Kiphard

and Schilling, 2007). Hence, besides the duration required to

administer the KTK, the removal of an item should be also taking

into account the highest accuracy level in the measurement

of motor coordination. Indeed, accuracy, which refers to the

degree of correspondence of the measured value with the real

value, represents a key aspect to estimate the real level of

motor coordination in children and adolescents (Yoon et al.,

2006).

For the creation of the KTK test, the main problem

was identifying a difficulty in the tasks that embraced

both the weakest 5 years-olds and the best 14-years-

olds. The solution was found either in the time spent

or in the task, through the attribution of scores; instead,

for the HH subtest the performance limit was given by

the increasing levels of difficulty (Kiphard and Schilling,

1974). In this light, the assumption that the development

of the ability to move can only occur through the growing

and self-determined comparison with environmental

circumstances, puts in the foreground the role of the HH

subtest.

Conclusions

Based on our results, the item removed in the most accurate

short version (i.e., the MS) is a test that requires a high

level of intersegmental coordination of both the upper and

lower limb joints and also the trunk (Assaiante et al., 2005;

Bekius et al., 2021). Hence, considering that this item requires

very short administration times and that its exclusion would

eliminate specific information on MC, we suggest using the

classic version of the KTK (i.e., with 4 items) for a detailed

assessment of motor coordination in children and adolescents.

Compared with other gross motor test batteries the classic

version of the KTK requires a shorter administration time,

thanks to the fact that only four subtests are included. In

addition, despite there being four items, it is possible to obtain

a global index of motor coordination. Furthermore, two of

the four KTK subtests are administered “in levels” and enable

assessment of the maximum level of MC that each child can

reach. Indeed, in the HH, foam obstacles of increasing height

are added as long as the child can overcome them; while in

the WB, the child can walk backward on balance beams of

decreasing widths according to abilities. However, it should be

noted that, although the KTK measures motor coordination

in children and adolescents, the major limitation of this test

battery is that it does not provide items measuring the upper

limb, meaning it lacks specific information (e.g., throwing,

catching skills).

Strengths and limitations of the
study

The numerousness within the age groups is a limitation of

this study because the age ranges are the main component of

the KTK test (Kiphard and Schilling, 1974). In particular, this

may have played a role in determining age-related differences

in motor performance that required a strength component

(HH and JS) (Vandorpe et al., 2011). In addition, this sample

reduces the generalizability of our results. However, our data

may provide useful information for computing a coefficient for

future well-powered studies. A further limitation is we did not

consider the time spent to perform the subtests for each age

group of children. This would have made it possible to identify

the presence of an effective difference in the timing of the tests

in favor of the older children.
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